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introduction

In the fall issue we decided to include a few brief texts. The first text is an artist statement
for Joshua’s recent solo exhibition The Not So Solid Earth. It provides a philosophical or
metaphysical look at painting. In addition to the artist’s statement and a few responses
we include the list of works that were in the exhibition. The second text is on Phil Rogers’
pottery workshop. The workshop was hosted by Schaller Gallery. The text is about our
response to Phil’s work and what we think it means to be a maker of fine crafted
objects.
The fall issue is a chance for us to recap what we did in late summer into autumn. We
really do harvest during these months: we gather our work up in order to make our
yearly rebirth. With winter coming our work at Fieldwork Studios also changes. The winter
landscape is so wonderful here in Michigan. It will inspire us to create and explore the
frozen change. We’ve moved into a new home and studio. We are looking forward to
working during the upcoming months to get the space ready for the spring. There is so
much potential.

the advent of painting
The artist mineralizes the imagination. The
process of painting fossilizes matter into an
image. The imago is devoted to nature as an
image of itself.
The image is not a representation of a scene but
the presentation of the potentiality of matter. It’s
essential content is the advent. It does not deny
what follows from the beginning or initiation of
the work, which is to say, it does not have its ends
in the origin. The work draws out an immanent
value by placing the emergence of painting at the
center. It orients this event of the advent so that it
has value in and of itself, so that what has value is
not the first cause but the ultimate of the effect.
Painting is the event of something from nothing,
for which prior to its emergence no world existed:
it is the contingency of the mark in its virtual becoming that is the eternal composition. There are
no laws beyond its own becoming, which is to say
that as the event of the emergence of a painting is
underway it always changes among change.
Paintings are transformations in the novelty of
material. They sediment the advent. Though being
actualized, the determinate formations of the
work do not reduce becoming. – It is capable of
anything. The ratio is of effort to effect. The marks
that appear are the work’s trace across a certain
parameter of becoming-earth.
There is no discrepancy between the matter-offact and the psychic effect. The instantaneous
impact of the field of matter contains the capacity
to absorb the seer in the substrate of its image.

“You seem to be attempting to remove
yourself (or at least interested in the
idea) during the sedimentation of the
paint - during the process of painting ...
and successfully so, I think! A passive
creativity - a wandering play with
material.
Kafka’s
Castle
condensed
into fingertips upon mud in real
time. Moses wandering in the desert landscape. You set up landslides,
sedimentation
and
other
geologic
possibilities with paint. One could say
you shrink geologic time into paint time.
Ice ages collaped into minutes...”
- Hullintosh, (Silicongrowths)

What are your processes?
How do you choose the
materials, colors, tools,
gestures, etc.? How do you
apply the paint?
In my paintings I try to never begin with a preconceived plan: I try to create in a way
where the event of the making of the work (as a process) is visible. Material should be
present in the procedure and in the sense of how painting declares itself, and material is
caught in excitation. My material and color choices are inspired by immediate surroundings, but I am also fond of the darker tone painters. I use soil in my paintings because
painting is earth, and because I am influenced by other passions in life like gardening
and I have a layman's fascination with geology.
The tools I use vary as to what the painting demands at any given stage: at first I usually
lay a ground of paint to initiate the field and then its a flat-head shovel and soil. I build
up textures and often add to these textures a fair amount of water or thinner - almost
like building up a plane of sedimentation and erosion.
Paintbrushes come in at some point. I sometimes add to the paintings a kind of vauge
representation, maybe of a field or the great lake or a sunset as those things that I see
on a constant basis. But I find myself lately continually battling with the disappearance
of the brush - a kind of dissipation of the hand in the face of what the painting wants to
do by itself as it is caught in geological/fluvial motions.

llist of works
NOT SO SOLID EARTH

Location: Box Factory for the Arts (Riverwalk Gallery)
Date of Exhibition: Sept 11th - Oct 28th 2015

paintings
Anniversary - acrylic, soil on canvas (48”x36”)
Birth of the Evening - acrylic, oil, soil, plaster on canvas (34”x80”)
Cascade - acrylic, oil, soil on wood (72”x37”)
Earth and Above - acrylic, oil, graphite on paper
Eclipse of an Actual Infinity - acrylic, latex, oil, soil, plaster on canvas (42”x68”)
Erosion Study I & II - latex, soil on wood (24”x24”)
Euresis - acrylic, oil, soil on canvas (36”x48”)
Geologic Cadre I, II, III - acrylic, oil, latex on foam (16”x16”)
Instantiating Reflections - acrylic, oil, soil on wood (72”x37”)
Metaphysics - acrylic, oil, latex, foam, beach grass on wood (24”x24”)
Sarett - acrylic, oil, ink on paper (19”x37”)
Trail to the Lake at Night - acrylic, oil, soil on cavas (48”x36”)
sculptures
Artifact - acrylic, oil, latex on foam
Imaginary Fossil - acrylic, oil, latex on foam
Polyfoam Geode (Broken Triad) - acrylic, oil, latex on foam
Polyfoam Geode (Series I) - acrylic, oil, latex on foam
Your Geologic Gaze - acrylic, oil, latex on foam
installation
Anthropocene - sandstone, polystyrene, foam
The End of Painting - roots, beach grass, foam, latex, acrylic, canvas and wood
Zero - soil, latex, paper
-JWM

handmade beauty
In this Sedimental issue we wanted to write a little about ceramic artist and potter
Phil Rogers. We had the honor of attending one of his workshops hosted by Schaller
Gallery in October 2015. Surrounded by fellow potters and ceramic enthusastis, he
demonstrated several throwing and decorating techniques. It was inspiring to see a
modern master at work.
As Hamada said, one would have to “work with one’s hands, naturally and
unselfconsciously, using local materials and traditional techniques to produce meaningful
work for one’s fellow human beings.” And what is meaningful work? It must be work
done for oneself where what is done is also shared by others. Without an affection for
the work by those who are the makers the object is dull and lifeless. The work becomes
an overwhelming necessity for those who are dedicated to doing it and a great gift to
those others who are able to enjoy what is created.
Rogers has written several books on ash glazes, throwing techniques and salt glazing.
His work is divided between three kilns: wood, salt and oil kilns, and he tries to use as
many local materials as possible for his slips and glazes. In his oil kiln he particularlly uses
wood ash from the fires in his 15th century farmhouse, and stone dust from local Welsh
quarries.

“

Wood firing is a way of decorating by proxy in that the kiln performs a magic that
isn’t entirely controllable. One can optimistically set the pots in the kiln in a certain
pattern hoping to repeat the effect of a previous firing.

“

What continues to fascinate both Brittany and I about pottery is just how unique
each peice can be. The work is alien to the standarization that brings so many
stolid and dead objects into the world. The magic of the kiln continues to
enamor us because it produces singularities where each pot can be appreciated for its
intrinsic beauty. Like Hamada, Rogers invites us to appreciate beauty in the everyday.
Phil Rogers says he tries his best to “provide an audience with work that has
beauty, grace and function...” What is beauty? It is something not just tied to the aesthetic
surface but involves a conformal feeling in self actualization. Beauty comes out of a
way of life, a mode of existence. What is grace? Grace is a simple elegance. This
simplicity is almost effortless, refined in its movement. In a graceful thing we become
bound to its presence because of its intricate poise. What is function? Function is not just
something that is useful for everyday life, it elucidates immediate experience through
concrete means. Using beautiful objects that are functional gives elegance to life as we
recognize that beauty is in the simple things.

“

My work is not highly decorated; my main concern is the complex relationships
that exist within the form of a pot and the subtle differences that make two very
similiar pots very different. However, I find it difficult to let a pot pass through
totally undecorated. Most of my decorative technique takes place in the clay’s
surface. Drawing, combing, faceting, throwing raised features onto the surface of
the pot and Hakeme are my most often used methods although I am drawn to
wax resist between slips.

“

What we like about Phil’s decorating techniques is the fact that it takes place on the clay’s
surface as scrapes and swipes that not only provide marks for which the glaze can set but
also tells us about the importance of the decoration in relation to the form. A good pot
balances the dialectic between skin and surface. The two should come to some kind of
resolution. It is as if what appears on the surface through its relationship to the form of the
work is exactly just what had to appear. Appreciating Phil Rogers’ work we can see the surface
is alive and rich because of its deep connection to the form and visa versa. There is a balance
struck. This is what happens when we appreciate the beauty in handmade objects: it is like
seeing something that ‘could have been no other way.’ In the sense the work is alive.
The well-crafted object charged with the efforts of human affection cannot help but be
beautiful.
Purchase his work: www.schallergallery.com
Visit his website: www.philrogerspottery.com

5 acres

Because we engage with the materials of earth and we are interested in land art, we are
pretty fortunate to have recently acquired 5 acres of land. Of course we really do not
own the land (none of us do) - it has been there long before we came and will be
thereafter we are gone, and the flora and fauna that emerge out of the land and reside
there are not just beings existing now, and not there as stockpile for the breaking up
of stuff into resources, but are manifestations of beings in a long stream of evolved
growth. When one utters that they own the land one has implictly suggested an approach of control - of it being what ‘we want to do with the land.’ We may feel to be a
singular being but we are in a stream of the same processes existing out there on the
land and have a responsibility for its continued existence. We are stewards of the land.
This informs the approach to art. The artist is the steward of forms: the artist allows the
matter of art to get on with it. They set up the parameters for its emergence and coax it
into being. A work of art grows into existence.
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